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Algebra: Lesson 2A

Order matters

It costs £8 to visit Adventure Land and £3 for each ride.

Jo’s mum says, “Here’s £20. That’s enough for 4 rides”.
Jo says, “Thanks mum, but 4 rides will cost £44”.

Who is right? 

Outline of the lesson
1.	 Present	the	above	problem	to	the	class	and	focus	

attention	on	the	numerical	expression.	
•	 Ask	the	class,	“How	might	the	expression	8+3×4	

lead	to	the	answers	20	and	44?	Which	is	right?”
•	 Discuss	the	difference,	24,	between	the	answers.	

“What	does	the	24	mean	in	the	story?”
•	 “Could	you	change	the	story	so	that	Jo	is	right?”		

[Jo	exits	Adventure	Land	after	each	ride!]

2.	 Repeat	Step	1	using	the	Pizza	problem.		
•	 Some	students	might	suggest	the	use	of	brackets.	

Acknowledge	this	but	defer	discussion:	“Brackets	
would	help	avoid	the	problem.	Could	we	talk	about	
it	later?”

3.	 Repeat	Step	1	using	the	Candle	problem.

4.	 Repeat	Step	1	using	the	Temperature	problem.

5.	 Consider	other	numerical	expressions	involving		
addition	(or	subtraction)	and	multiplication	(or	
division).			
•	 Make	up	an	expression	such	as	3×4+8.	

Consider	what	happens	when	the	operations	are	
applied	in	a	different	order	[ie	×	first	or	+	first].

•	 Explain	how	the	answers	differ.
•	 Discuss	the	use	of	brackets.

Summary
In	this	lesson,	we	look	at	numerical	expressions	involving	two	operations.	The	aim	is	to	increase	students’	
awareness	that	the	order	of	operations	matters.	We	focus	on	multiplication	and	addition	and	explore	how	they	
combine	(which	in	effect	means	looking	at	the	distributive	property	of	multiplication	over	addition).	
We	start	with	contextualised	problems	and	use	the	contexts	to	make	sense	of	how	the	operations	interact.	We	
deliberately	resist	introducing	brackets	until	the	end	of	the	lesson,	to	avoid	triggering	procedures	that	may	not	
be	well	understood	-	the	lesson	should	help	provide	a	basis	for	the	procedures	to	emerge	in	a	meaningful	way.	

 entrance	 	 cost	 	 number
	 fee	 	 per	ride	 	 of	rides

 8 + 3 × 4

A basic pizza costs £6 plus £1.20 for each topping.
Kim and Lou both order a pizza with 3 toppings.
Kim says it will cost £21.60. Lou says it will cost £9.60.
Who is right?
 basic	 	 cost	of	 	 number	of
	cost	 	 topping	 	 toppings

 6 + 1.20 ×  3
A candle for a birthday cake is 50 mm tall. 
It burns down 3 mm every minute.
Meg lights the candle. 
She says, “It will be only 20 mm tall in 10 minutes”.
Ned says, “No, it will be 470 mm tall”. 
Who is right?
 height	 	 mm	per	 	 number	of
	in	mm	 	 minute	 	 minutes

 50 – 3 ×  10
It is a very hot day. The temperature reachers 90˚F.
Olga and Per convert this to ˚C by using this rule:
Subtract 30, divide by 2.
Olga says, “90˚F is about 30˚C”.
Per says, “No, it’s about 75˚C”.
Who is right?

 90 – 30 ÷  2
Note: These materials are the subject of ongoing research and are made available on request to teachers 
as draft trial materials only.  Please	send	feedback	to	Jeremy.Hodgen@kcl.ac.uk	or	Dietmar.Kuchemann@kcl.ac.uk
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Algebra: Lesson 2A    Order matters (continued)

Overview

Students’ mathematical experiences
Students	should	realise	...
•	 when	multiplication	and	addition	are	combined,	order	
matters

•	 the	difference	between	the	two	expressions	has	a	
systematic	explanation:	in	8+3×4,	adding	the	8	and	the	3	
first	means	that	8	is	multiplied	along	with	the	3

•	 the	need	for	brackets.

Students	should	...
•	 make	and	improve	explanatimons.

Adapting the lesson
You	could	extend	the	expressions	to	involve	other	combinations	of	operations	(eg,	30	÷	6	×	3,	or	30	×	6	÷	3,	or		
30	÷	6	÷	3,	or	30	×	6	×	3).
You	could	encourage	students	to	invent	their	own	similar	problems.	If	students	have	difficulty	doing	this,	you	could	
suggest	they	adapt	some	of	the	problems	considered	in	the	lesson.

Assessment and feedback
You	could	assess	
•	 the	quality	of	students’	explanations
•	 which	students	rely	largely	on	
contextual	explanations	and	which	
use	more	numerical	explanations

•	 their	understanding	of	the	effect	
of	multiplication	on	the	“fixed”	
element.

This	can	be	a	useful	exercise	to	assess	
students’	arithmetic	skills.

Mathematical ideas
In	this	lesson,	the	students	explore	the	effect	of	order	of	operations.	
In	each	contextual	problem,	students	evaluate	two	different	answers,	one	correct	and	one	incorrect.	The	problems	
involve	numerical	expressions	of	the	form		a	+	b	×	c,		d	–	e	×	f		and		g	–	h	÷	j,	and	in	each	case	there	is	a	“fixed”	
element	or	cost.	The	lesson	focuses	on	explaining	how	the	difference	between	the	correct	and	incorrect	answer	arises.
A	secondary	aim	is	to	demonstrate	the	need	for	conventions	about	the	order	of	operations.	Discussion	of	brackets	is	
briefly	addressed	towards	the	end	of	the	lesson.	
Note:	For	the	contextual	problems,	the	numerical	expressions	have	been	written	to	match	the	verbal	presentation,	
not	on	the	basis	of	whether	they	are	right	or	wrong	(in	terms	of	the	standard	conventions).	Thus	it	turns	out	that	the	
expression	for	the	Temperature	problem	is	“wrong”,	as	can	be	demonstrated	by	using	a	standard	calculator.

Key questions
How	could	you	convince	Jo	that	they	are	wrong?

How	does	the	difference	arise?
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Algebra: Lesson 2A    Order matters (continued)

Outline of the lesson (annotated)

1.	 Present	the	above	problem	to	the	class	and	focus	
attention	on	the	numerical	expression.	
•	 Ask	the	class,	“How	might	the	expression	8+3×4	

lead	to	the	answers	20	and	44?	Which	is	right?”
•	 Discuss	the	difference,	24,	between	the	answers.	

“What	does	the	24	mean	in	the	story?”
•	 “Could	you	change	the	story	so	that	Jo	is	right?”		

[Jo	exits	Adventure	Land	after	each	ride!]

2.	 Repeat	Step	1	using	the	Pizza	problem.		
•	 Some	students	might	suggest	the	use	of	brackets.	

Acknowledge	this	but	defer	discussion:	“Brackets	
would	help	avoid	the	problem.	Could	we	talk	about	
it	later?”

3.	 Repeat	Step	1	using	the	Candle	problem.

4.	 Repeat	Step	1	using	the	Temperature	problem.

5.	 Consider	other	numerical	expressions	involving		
addition	(or	subtraction)	and	multiplication	(or	
division).			
•	 Make	up	an	expression	such	as	3×4+8.	

Consider	what	happens	when	the	operations	are		
applied	in	a	different	order	[ie	×	first	or	+	first].

•	 Explain	how	the	answers	differ.
•	 Discuss	the	use	of	brackets.

At	this	stage	of	the	lesson,	avoid	using	brackets	to	
clarify	the	meaning	of	the	expression.	The	ambiguity	
is	important,	because	it	encourages	students	to	provide	
explanations.

Each	of	these	episodes	follows	the	same	pattern.	As	
the	lesson	progresses,	the	students	can	take	more	
responsibility	allowing	you	space	to	observe	them.

Here	the	wrong	answer	is	very	obviously	nonsensical	–	
the	candle	cannot	get	longer!	

You	could	ask	a	student	to	enter	the	expression	into	a	
calculator:	How	come	the	calculator	is	wrong?
The	structure	of	this	problem	is	different	to	the	others.	
Here	the	correct	answer	is	to	carry	out	the	subtraction	
first:	(90	–	30)	÷	2.
The	formula	was	often	used	prior	to	the	widespread	
availability	of	computers	to	convert	F	to	C.	You	may	need	
to	discuss	the	meaning	of	F	and	C.

Discuss	how	the	hazard	of	getting	different	answers	
for	the	same	expression	could	be	avoided.	Try	to	focus	
initially	on	the	different	meanings	underlying	the	different	
answers.	If	no-one	suggests	using	brackets,	suggest	them	
yourself:	“Would	brackets	help?”
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Algebraic structure and the laws of arithmetic
In	this	lesson	we	examine	how	a	pair	of	operations	(in	
particular,	multiplication	and	addition)	interact.	Order	
matters	for	this	pair	because	multiplication	is	distributive	
over	addition.	For	example,
(100+10)	×	3	=	100×3	+	10×3		rather	than		100×3	+	10.

Similarly
(x	+	b)	×	a		is	equivalent	to		ax	+	ab		rather	than		ax	+	b.

Put	more	concretely,	if	a	collection	of	objects	is	multiplied	
by	4,	say,	then	each	element	in	the	collection	is	multiplied	
by	4;	but	if	4	is	added	to	a	collection,	4	is	not	added	to	each	
element,	just	to	the	collection	as	a	whole.	

The use of context
For	this	lesson,	we	decided	to	use	problems	set	in	a	
context,	for	two	reasons.	One,	it	provides	a	rationale	for	
considering	numerical	expressions	which	are	not	simply	
evaluated	from	left	to	right.	Second,	it	helps	to	ground	
students’	thinking	as	they	try	to	make	sense	of	how	the	
operations	interact.	In	the	case	of	the	expression	8+3×4	and	
the	incorrect	answer	44,	it	is	both	richer	and	more	concrete	
to	say	“This	is	like	entering	Adventure	Land	4	times	
instead	of	once”,	than	to	say	“We	should	only	multiply	the	
3	by	4,	not	the	8	as	well”.

Order and BODMAS
Some	students	may	mention	BODMAS	or	BIDMAS.	
These	mnemonics	are	very	particular	to	the	UK	but	don’t	
always	work	because	they	are	oversimplifications.	Thus	
while	BODMAS	might	correctly	tell	us	that	2+3×4	means	
2+12,	not	5×4,	it	might	lead	us	to	interpret	6×8÷4	as	6×2	
rather	than	the	conventional	left-to-right	interpretation	
of	48÷4.	BODMAS	in	arithmetic	does	not	appear	to	help	
students’	understanding	of	algebra	because	it	encourages	
students	to	see	the	‘open’	expressions	commonplace	in	
algebra	as	incomplete	and	still	needing	to	be	‘done’.
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